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The inability to predict long noncoding RNAs from
genomic sequence has impeded the use of compar-
ative genomics for studying their biology. Here, we
develop methods that use RNA sequencing (RNA-
seq) data to annotate the transcriptomes of 16 verte-
brates and the echinoid sea urchin, uncovering thou-
sands of previously unannotated genes, most of
which produce long intervening noncoding RNAs
(lincRNAs). Although in each species, >70% of lincR-
NAs cannot be traced to homologs in species that
diverged >50 million years ago, thousands of human
lincRNAs have homologs with similar expression
patterns in other species. These homologs share
short, 50-biased patches of sequence conservation
nested in exonic architectures that have been exten-
sively rewired, in part by transposable element exo-
nization. Thus, over a thousand human lincRNAs
are likely to have conserved functions in mammals,
and hundreds beyondmammals, but those functions
require only short patches of specific sequences and
can tolerate major changes in gene architecture.
INTRODUCTION
Mammalian genomes are pervasively transcribed and encode
thousands of long noncoding RNAs (lncRNAs) that are dis-
persed throughout the genome and typically expressed at low
expression levels and in a tissue-specific manner (Clark et al.,
2011). Long intervening noncoding RNAs (lincRNAs), lncRNAs
that do not overlap protein-coding or small RNA genes, are of
particular interest due to their relative ease to study and the
poor understanding of their biology (Ulitsky and Bartel, 2013).
The widespread dysregulation of lncRNA expression levels in
human diseases (Wapinski and Chang, 2011; Du et al., 2013)
and the many sequence variants associated with human traits
and diseases that overlap loci of lncRNA transcription (Cabili
et al., 2011) highlight the need to understand which lncRNAs1110 Cell Reports 11, 1110–1122, May 19, 2015 ª2015 The Authorsare functional and how specific sequences contribute to these
functions.
Comparative sequence analysis contributed greatly to our un-
derstanding of sequence-function relationships in classical non-
coding RNAs (Woese et al., 1980; Michel and Westhof, 1990;
Bartel, 2009). The study of lncRNA evolutionmay uncover impor-
tant regions in lncRNAs and highlight the features that drive their
functions. Shortly after the first widespread efforts for lncRNA
identification, it became clear that lncRNAs generally are poorly
conserved (Wang et al., 2004). Subsequent studies have refined
the human and mouse lncRNA collections and used whole-
genome alignments to show that lncRNA exon sequences evolve
slower than intergenic sequences and slightly slower than in-
trons of protein-coding genes (Cabili et al., 2011). Nevertheless,
lncRNA exon sequences evolve much faster than protein
coding sequences or mRNA UTRs, suggesting that either
many lncRNAs are not functional or that their functions impose
very subtle sequence constraints. We previously described
lincRNAs expressed during zebrafish embryonic development
(Ulitsky et al., 2011). Comparing the lincRNAs of zebrafish, hu-
man, and mouse, we found that only 29 lincRNAs were
conserved between fish and mammals. Therefore, more inter-
mediate evolutionary distances might be more fruitful for
comparative genomic analysis.
In most vertebrates, direct lncRNA annotation has been
challenging due to incomplete genome sequences, partial anno-
tations of protein-coding genes, and limitations of tools for
reconstruction of full transcripts from short RNA sequencing
(RNA-seq) reads. Two recent studies looked at lncRNA conser-
vation across mammals and across tetrapods (Necsulea et al.,
2014; Washietl et al., 2014). These studies employed sequence
conservation to predict genomic patches that may be part of a
lncRNA and then used RNA-seq to seek support for their tran-
scription. Such approach, however, introduces ascertainment
bias into subsequent comparison of lncRNA loci. Other studies
have directly compared lncRNAs within the liver and prefrontal
cortex, respectively (Kutter et al., 2012; He et al., 2014), but
focused only on closely related species.
To address these challenges, we combined existing and newly
developed tools for transcriptome assembly and annotation into
a pipeline for lncRNA annotation from RNA-seq data (PLAR),
applied it to >20 billion RNA-seq reads from 17 species and 3P-
sequencing (3P-seq) (poly(A)-position profiling by sequencing;
Jan et al., 2011) data from two species, and identified lincRNAs,
antisense transcripts, and primary transcripts or hosts of small
RNAs. This resource, along with a stringent methodology for
identifying sequence-conserved and syntenic lncRNAs, allowed
us to systematically explore features of lncRNAs that have been
conserved during vertebrate evolution. We find that lncRNAs
evolve rapidly, with >70% of lncRNAs having no sequence-
similar orthologs in species separated by >50 million years of
evolutionary divergence. Fewer than 100 lncRNAs can be traced
to the last common ancestor of tetrapods and teleost fish, but
several hundred were likely present in the common ancestor of
birds, reptiles, andmammals. For the conserved lncRNAs, tissue
specificity is conserved at levels comparable to that of mRNAs,
suggesting control by conserved regulatory programs. In addi-
tion, we find that thousands of lncRNAs appear in conserved
genomic positions without sequence conservation, including a
group of lncRNAs that show sequence conservation only in
mammals but have syntenic counterparts throughout verte-
brates and another group that has conserved sequences
throughout vertebrates and syntenic counterparts in sea urchin.
The latter group contains candidates for the most conserved
vertebrate lincRNAs identified to date. We also find that lncRNAs
from distant species share short islands of sequence conserva-
tion, typically spanning only one or two exons and appearing
closer to the 50 end of the lncRNA. Furthermore, transposable el-
ements have extensively rewired the architecture of conserved
lincRNA loci, particularly in mammals. These findings support a
model in which over a thousand lncRNAs have conserved func-
tions in mammals, and hundreds beyond mammals, yet these
functions require only short patches of specific sequences and
can tolerate major changes in gene architecture.
RESULTS
PLAR
To enable direct comparison of lncRNAs from different species,
we first reconstructed lncRNA transcript models independently
in each of 16 vertebrate species and the sea urchin. lncRNA
identification is challenging due to a variety of factors, including
limited ability to algorithmically reconstruct full-length tran-
scripts from short-read RNA-seq data, incomplete genome
sequence assemblies, and difficulties in distinguishing between
coding and noncoding transcripts. PLAR (Figure 1A; implemen-
tation available at http://webhome.weizmann.ac.il/home/igoru/
PLAR/), presented here, addressed these challenges by (1)
combining complementary datasets (RNA-seq and 3P-seq) in
some of the species to tune thresholds and parameters and re-
move spuriously reconstructed models, (2) combining multiple
complementary filters for protein-coding potential to distinguish
between coding and noncoding transcripts, and (3) combining
the results of genome-assisted and de novo transcriptome as-
semblies to exclude artifacts due to gaps in genome sequences.
Importantly, the application of PLAR to multiple species fol-
lowed by inspection of loci harboring conserved orthologous
lncRNA transcripts allowed us to leverage experience from
one species to others and to tune both thresholds for callingClncRNAs and filters for exclusion of potential artifacts, which
substantially improved overall catalog quality.
In addition to lncRNA transcript models, PLAR provided
improved models for annotated protein-coding genes and
models for previously unannotated genes that have significant
protein-coding potential. The lncRNA set in each species
included (1) antisense transcripts, defined as lncRNAs that over-
lap by at least one nucleotide a coding region on the other
strand; (2) primary transcripts or hosts of short RNAs, defined
as any lncRNA overlapping microRNA, small nucleolar RNA,
tRNA, or other annotated small RNA (<200 nt) on the same
strand; and (3) lincRNAs (defined as those lncRNAs that do not
meet the other criteria). Most of analyses of this study focused
on the third group, and thus, when we use the term ‘‘lincRNAs,’’
we refer to only this subset, as opposed to ‘‘lncRNAs,’’ which
include the other two subsets. All lncRNAs, as well as the
improved protein-coding models and the detailed implementa-
tion of PLAR, are provided to the community as resources for
future studies.
PLAR Identifies Thousands of lncRNAs in Each
Vertebrate Species
We applied PLAR to RNA-seq data from 17 species, including
the sea urchin and 16 vertebrates: three primates (human, rhe-
sus macaque, and marmoset), five non-primate mammals
(mouse, rabbit, dog, ferret, and opossum), chicken, anole lizard,
coelacanth, three teleost fish (zebrafish, stickleback, and Nile
tilapia), the non-teleost ray-finned fish spotted gar, and elephant
shark (Table S1). In each species, we used at least 250 million
mapped paired-end RNA-seq reads from at least nine samples
(mostly different adult tissues), totaling 20 billion reads (Table
S1). All libraries were of poly(A)-selected RNA, and most were
strand specific (all species except human and sea urchin). In
chicken and zebrafish, we also considered existing (Ulitsky
et al., 2012) and newly collected 3P-seq data (Table S1), which
mapped the 30 termini of polyadenylated transcripts.
The first step of PLAR consists of assembly and initial annota-
tion of the polyadenylated transcriptome in each species. This
step produced 30,000–400,000 distinct transcript models per
species that overlapped >80% of the protein-coding genes an-
notated in Ensembl in each species (Table S2). To focus on
bona fide lncRNAs, after excluding transcripts overlapping cod-
ing genes, we retained only long and sufficiently expressed tran-
scripts. For spliced transcripts, we required a length of >200 nt
and an FPKM (fragments per kilobase per million of reads) R
0.1 in at least one sample, but for single-exon transcripts,
combined analysis of RNA-seq and 3P-seq data guided the
use of more stringent cutoffs of >2 kb and FPKM > 5, as only
these more highly expressed and longer single-exon models
were reasonably supported by 3P-seq data (Figure S1A). These
filters retained 15,637–52,713 distinct transcripts as potential
candidate lncRNAs in each species (Table S2). This set was
further filtered using two or three different tools to identify pro-
tein-coding potential in each species. Transcripts ending close
to annotated genes on the same strand were removed (as
they were suspected to be fragments of 50 or 30 UTRs), and
those overlapping predicted pseudogenes were also removed.
Although some pseudogenes are transcribed and function asell Reports 11, 1110–1122, May 19, 2015 ª2015 The Authors 1111
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Figure 1. Reconstruction of lncRNA Transcripts in 17 Species
(A) PLAR pipeline. On the bottom, green, red, and blue transcript models represent lincRNA, antisense RNA, and small RNA hosts, respectively. The gray and
purple models represent a coding gene and a small RNA, respectively.
(B) Numbers of distinct lncRNA and protein-coding transcript models reconstructed in each species.
(C) Features of lncRNA and protein-coding genes reconstructed in each species. Expression levels in each species are the maximum over all samples and
computed in FPKM (fragments per kilobase per million of reads) units using CuffDiff (Trapnell et al., 2012). Plots indicate the median, quartiles, and 5th and 95th
percentiles.
See also Tables S1, S2, and S3 and Figures S1 and S2.either lncRNAs or precursors for small RNAs (Khachane andHar-
rison, 2009; Rapicavoli et al., 2013; Watanabe et al., 2015), lim-
itations in short-read assembly complicated determination of
whether RNA-seq signals were coming from the pseudogene
or its source gene, motivating our choice to exclude pseudo-
genes from consideration.
Another challenge was the variable completeness of genome
sequence in different species, which varied from contig N50 of
9 kb (coelacanth) to 33Mb (human) (Table S2). Themain concern
with a fragmented genome is that a transcript model that ap-
pears to be a standalone lincRNA might be part of a longer pro-
tein-coding transcript that was fragmented due to gaps in
genome assembly. To address this problem, in 13 of the species
that had poorer assembly quality, we used Trinity (Grabherr
et al., 2011) to reconstruct the transcriptome de novo. We then
mapped the assembled transcripts to the reference genome
and looked for assembled transcripts that overlapped a poten-
tial lncRNA and either had substantial additional unmapped
sequence or also overlapped an annotated or reconstructed
protein-coding gene (Figure S1B), and we removed them from
consideration. This procedure removed 320–3,003 lncRNA1112 Cell Reports 11, 1110–1122, May 19, 2015 ª2015 The Authorscandidates (Table S2) that, as expected, were more likely than
others to appear in proximity of genome assembly gaps
(Figure S1C).
Conserved Features of lncRNAs in Vertebrate Genomes
The application of these stringent filters retained 989–18,294
lncRNA genes per species (Figure 1B; Table S3), >70% of which
were lincRNAs. We observed the general trend of a higher num-
ber of lincRNA loci in mammals, which also have the largest ge-
nomes of the species we studied. However, as in previous
studies (Necsulea et al., 2014), directly comparing lincRNA
numbers across species was difficult due to differences in
genome sequence and RNA-seq data quality and quantity, as
well as differences in the diversity of samples sequenced in
different species (i.e., diverse embryonic samples were available
only in mouse, ferret, chicken, zebrafish, and sea urchin). Inter-
estingly, while the genomes we studied differed by 9-fold in
their total size and in the number of lincRNAs, the genomic fea-
tures of lincRNAs, including number of exons and mature
sequence length, were largely conserved throughout vertebrates
(Figure 1C). lincRNAs were also consistently expressed at lower
levels than mRNAs (Figure 1C) while always showing much
higher tissue specificity (Figure S2A). Interestingly, lincRNA tis-
sue specificity was comparable to that of mRNAs that had
lincRNA-like expression levels, suggesting that similar mecha-
nisms may drive tissue specificity of both lincRNAs and poorly
expressed mRNAs (Figure S2A).
On average, 9.6% (ranging from 2% in sea urchin to 23% in
chicken; Figure S2B) of lincRNAs in each species were diver-
gently transcribed from a shared promoter with a protein-coding
gene (<1 kb between transcription start sites). Similar fractions of
conserved and non-conserved lincRNAs were divergent, which
argued against the idea that a substantial fraction of conserved
lincRNAs is conserved solely because they overlap promoter-
proximal cis-regulatory elements. In mammalian genomes,
where regions between protein-coding genes are typically large,
on average, 40% of the lincRNAs shared such regions with at
least one additional non-overlapping lincRNA gene. This fraction
was <10% in the smaller zebrafish, coelacanth, and stickleback
genomes (Figure S2C).
2,869 Clusters of Orthologous lincRNAs from Different
Species
To directly compare lncRNAs from different species and identify
groups that likely share common ancestry, we used whole-
genome alignments and BLASTN to construct a network of
sequence similarities between lncRNAs. Sequence similarity
was supported by synteny between at least one pair of species
in 4,885 connected components in this network, and those
were carried forward as groups of potentially orthologous
lncRNAs. As the two closest species examined were human
and rhesus, and any other two species were separated by >35
million years of parallel evolution, we focused the analysis on
the 3,947 clusters that were not Catarrhini specific, 2,869 of
which were lincRNA clusters (Table S4). Each cluster contained
lncRNAs from an average of 4.7 species. No significant
sequence similarity was found between sea urchin and verte-
brate lincRNAs.
Overall, most lincRNAs in each species were lineage specific
(Figure S2D). Consistent with our previous findings when study-
ing zebrafish lincRNAs (Ulitsky et al., 2011), only 99 lincRNA
genes, including 56 with annotated representatives in human
(<3% of lincRNAs conserved between human and at least one
non-primate mammal) could be traced to the last common
ancestor of tetrapods and ray-finned fish, compared to >70%
of protein-coding genes and >20% of small RNA primary tran-
scripts (Figure 2A). Substantially more lincRNAs could be traced
to more recent ancestors, with >280 lincRNAs shared between
mammalian and non-mammalian amniotes and >200 additional
lincRNAs conserved between marsupials and eutherian mam-
mals. Interestingly, the number of lincRNAs shared between hu-
man and opossum (last common ancestor lived 180 million
years ago; Mikkelsen et al., 2007) was much larger than that
shared among any euteleosts (last common ancestor of the ze-
brafish, stickleback, and tilapia lived 110–160 million years
ago;Wittbrodt et al., 2002), suggesting that retention of lincRNAs
that appeared 100–200 million years ago was more common in
mammals than in some of the other lineages. Twenty four lincR-
NAs had orthologs in at least seven different species, allowing aCdetailed view into the evolution of lincRNA loci across > 400
million years of evolution, which in many cases included multiple
exon gain and loss events and dramatic changes in mature RNA
size, as illustrated for the Cyrano (Ulitsky et al., 2011) lincRNA
(Figure 2B).
Genomic Sequence Conservation Often Does Not
Reflect Conserved lincRNA Production
Phylogenetic analysis of lncRNAs, such as computation of
sequence conservation metrics and even identification of
lncRNAs in different species (Necsulea et al., 2014), has relied
onwhole-genome alignments that compare genomic sequences
between species. The validity of such analyses depended on the
assumption that corresponding sequences in other species are
also part of lncRNA transcripts, or that if the sequence is tran-
scribed in some species, all sequences homologous to it in other
species are also transcribed (Necsulea et al., 2014). The lincR-
NAs in the 20-kb region surrounding the Sox21 transcription fac-
tor (Figure 2C) illustrate the caveats in this approach. Three
lincRNAs are currently annotated in this region in human
(SOX21-AS1, linc-SOX21-B, and linc-SOX21-C), the promoter
of each overlapping a different CpG island. All three overlap
DNA sequences alignable to other mammalian genomes. Most
notable is linc-SOX21-B, which appears to be a highly conserved
lincRNA as it overlaps a highly conserved element found in all
vertebrates, and EvoFold (Pedersen et al., 2006) predicts on
the basis of sequence alignments that linc-SOX21-B harbors
several conserved secondary structures. However, we found
no homologs of linc-SOX21-B or linc-SOX21-C in any of the
other species, and we did find homologs of SOX21-AS1 in four
other amniotes. Thus, relying on genomic sequence conserva-
tion as a proxy for lincRNA conservation can lead to misleading
results.
The number of human lincRNAs that had alignable sequences
in other genomeswasmuch larger than the number of conserved
lincRNAs (i.e., those that aligned to a lincRNA transcript
sequence identified in any other genome; Figure 2D). The major-
ity of the other lincRNAs, which we refer to as ‘‘pseudo-
conserved,’’ align to sequences that are not part of any transcript
model and therefore likely arose de novo in their respective line-
ages. One potential cause for pseudo-conservation is overlap
with tandem repeats. Due to the additive nature of the scoring
schemes used in whole-genome alignments, tandem repetitions
of slightly similar sequences can yield alignability scores that
pass thresholds required for matching regions in a whole-
genome alignment. For example, the CDR1as transcript (Hansen
et al., 2013; Memczak et al., 2013), which contains multiple
sequence-similar repeats of the miR-7 binding site, appears in
whole-genome alignment of the human genome as sporadically
conserved throughout vertebrates (Figure S3A), but when the
aligned sequences in other species are extracted from the
whole-genome alignment, they contain miR-7 sites and appear
in syntenic positions only in mammals (data not shown).
Another potential cause for pseudo-conservation is overlap
with enhancer elements. For instance, the highly conserved
element found in linc-SOX21-B overlaps a conserved brain and
neural tube enhancer (VISTA, element hs488; Visel et al.,
2007). In such cases, sequence conservation of lincRNA exonsell Reports 11, 1110–1122, May 19, 2015 ª2015 The Authors 1113
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Figure 2. Conservation of lincRNAs in Vertebrates
(A) Phylogeny of the species studied with the numbers of lincRNAs that are estimated to have emerged at different times. The numbers shown next to each split
are numbers of clusters with representatives in both lineages for the split and no representatives in more basally split groups. The bar plots present the fraction of
all clusters with a representative from the human genome that are estimated to emerge before the adjacent split.
(B) Evolution of theCyrano lincRNA in vertebrates. Representative isoforms of the coding and lincRNA transcripts in each species are shown. Shaded boxes show
magnification of splice junctions derived from transposable elements in dog, mouse, and human. Cyrano is also annotated as OIP5-AS1 in human.
(C) lincRNAs in the Sox21 locus in human and mouse. Representative isoforms are shown in each species. Sequence conservation computed by PhyloP (Pollard
et al., 2010), EvoFold (Pedersen et al., 2006) predictions, CpG island annotations, and whole-genome alignments taken from the UCSC genome browser.
(D) Numbers of human lincRNA genes that align to the indicated species are split based on the indicated categories. ‘‘Align to lincRNA’’ are lincRNAs that have
sequences mapping to a lincRNA in the indicated species (and therefore are conserved lincRNAs by definition). ‘‘Conserved lincRNAs’’ have sequence-similar
homologs in some other species, but the sequence they align to in the indicated genome does not overlap a lincRNA in that specific genome. ‘‘Align to coding’’ are
lincRNAs that are not conserved and whose projection through the whole-genome alignment overlapped with a protein-coding gene in the other species. ‘‘Align
to transcribed’’ are those non-conserved lincRNAs that align to a transcribed region in our transcriptome reconstruction in the other species that was not
classified as protein coding or lincRNA. ‘‘None’’ are those lincRNAs that have only sequences aligning to untranscribed portions of the corresponding genome.
See also Table S4 and Figure S3.stems from the importance of the sequence as a DNA element
rather than as part of the lincRNA.
Conserved lincRNAs Share Short Patches of Sequence
Conservation
Conserved lincRNAs were on average longer, had more exons,
and were more highly and broadly expressed than both
pseudo-conserved and lineage-specific lincRNAs (Figure S3B).
Although these differences were each statistically significant,
they were subtle, suggesting that presently it would be difficult1114 Cell Reports 11, 1110–1122, May 19, 2015 ª2015 The Authorsto use them as indicators of functionality. The observation that
conserved lincRNAs were generally more likely to be broadly ex-
pressed further argues that tissue specificity by itself should not
be considered a hallmark of lincRNA functionality.
Direct comparison of RNA from different species using
BLASTN identified stretches of conserved sequence that we
refer to as ‘‘conserved patches,’’ defined as regions within the
human transcripts alignable with transcripts of the same type
in other species. Conserved patches in lincRNAs are much
shorter than those in mRNAs (Figures 3A and 3B), occupy a
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Figure 3. Conserved and Paralogous Patches in lincRNAs
(A) Distributions of lengths of conserved patches, defined as the total length of the sequence alignable by BLASTN between a human lincRNA transcript and any
lincRNA transcript in the indicated species. Plots indicate the median, quartiles, and 5th and 95th percentiles.
(B) Same as (A), but for protein-coding gene reconstructions.
(C) When considering patches of conservation of human lincRNAs with species except for rhesus, the distributions of the number of exons that overlap a
conserved sequence patch.
(D) Fraction of lincRNA genes that have a paralogous lincRNA (BLASTN E-value < 105) within the same species. Fractions are shown either when including all
paralogous pairs or only considering lincRNAs that have less than four distinct paralogous lincRNAs.
(E) Distributions of distances of paralogous and conserved sequence patches from the nearest annotated transposable element. Plots indicate the median,
quartiles, and 5th and 95th percentiles.
See also Figure S4.smaller fraction of the total transcript length (Figures S4A and
S4B), and typically span just one or two exons (Figure 3C). Inter-
estingly, conserved patches had a significant tendency to
appear closer to the 50 end of the lincRNA (p < 1015), with the
distance from the middle of the conserved patch to the 30 end
being longer than its distance to the 50 end by 42% on average.
This 50 bias resembled that observed in mRNAs, where the dis-
tance to the 30 end was longer by 49%, consistent with the typi-
cally shorter lengths of 50 UTRs compared to those of 30 UTRs.
Short functional domains were previously reported in individ-
ual lincRNAs (Chureau et al., 2002; Pang et al., 2006; Ulitsky
et al., 2011; Ilik et al., 2013; Quinn et al., 2014), and it was
recently shown that as much as one tenth of a lincRNA
sequence can be sufficient for recapitulating the function of
the entire transcript (Quinn et al., 2014). Our findings general-
ized these cases and suggest that the overall locus architecture
of lincRNAs could be quite flexible, much more so than that of
protein-coding genes. Indeed, when we compared different
genomic features of lincRNAs between human and other spe-
cies, including number of exons, mature transcript length, and
genomic locus length, significant correlations were observedCwith Spearman’s r in the 0.1–0.3 range, but this range was
much lower than the 0.6–0.8 range observed for analogous cor-
relations in protein-coding genes (Figure S3C). We note that dif-
ficulties in precise reconstruction of the boundaries of the first
and last exons might underlie some of the apparent divergence
of mature lengths, as the ‘‘internal length’’ of lincRNAs and
mRNAs, defined as the total length of non-terminal exons,
was typically better conserved than the total mature length (Fig-
ure S3C). Still, when contrasted with the conservation of mRNA
exon-intron structures, lincRNA loci clearly undergo more
frequent rewiring of their architectures, rapidly losing and gain-
ing exons, in part via adoption of new sequences from trans-
posable elements (Figure 2B; see below).
We also used a similar BLASTN-based approach for com-
paring repeat-masked sequences of lincRNAs within each
species, identifying ‘‘paralogous patches,’’ defined as regions
alignable (after repeat masking) between the lincRNA transcript
and other non-overlapping transcripts in the same species. Be-
tween 2% and 40% of lincRNAs in each species had such a pa-
ralogous patch (Figure 3D), with fractions generally higher in fish
genomes. We suspect that, as previously suggested (Derrienell Reports 11, 1110–1122, May 19, 2015 ª2015 The Authors 1115
et al., 2012), most of these patches correspond to presently un-
annotated fragments of transposable elements, as (1) paralo-
gous patches rarely overlapped conserved patches (only 6.1%
of conserved patches overlapped paralogous patches on
average across species; Figure S4B), (2) patches typically ap-
peared in close proximity to annotated transposable elements
(Figure 3E), and (3) lincRNAs that had sequence similarity with
other lincRNAs typically had sequence similarity with at least
four other lincRNAs (Figure 3D), arguing against prevalence of
specific duplications of functional RNAs.
Conservation of Expression Patterns of Conserved
lincRNAs
Some lincRNAs have tightly conserved spatial expression pat-
terns (Chodroff et al., 2010), but recent reports disagree on the
global extent of conserved lincRNA expression, which is esti-
mated to be either as high as that of protein-coding genes (He
et al., 2014; Washietl et al., 2014) or much lower (Necsulea
et al., 2014). One difficulty in addressing this question is the
sensitivity of expression-level estimates to the precision of iso-
form reconstruction, which, as already mentioned, is particularly
inaccurate in first and last exons. Another difficulty is posed by
cases in which the DNA sequence is conserved in distant spe-
cies, but homologous lincRNAs are only found in proximal spe-
cies. Consider gene X that has orthologs with virtually identical
expression patterns in eutherian mammals and one exon that
is conserved on the DNA level in more distal vertebrates, and
those more distant pseudo-orthologs experience weak nonspe-
cific transcriptional noise. When considering all species in which
the DNA is conserved, the expression levels of X would be poorly
conserved, but when considering only eutherian mammals, they
would be highly conserved. With these differences in mind, we
directly compared expression levels and patterns between
sequence-similar full-length reconstructions of lincRNAs ex-
pressed at FPKM > 1, focusing on amniote species, for which
sufficient numbers of lincRNAs were conserved. Within the
same tissues from different species, the lincRNA expression
levels correlated, with Spearman’s r ranging from 0.3 to 0.5,
which were considerably lower than those of mRNAs, which
ranged from 0.6 to 0.8 (Figure 4A). However, other analyses
indicated less difference in expression conservation between
lincRNAs and mRNAs. When we used cap analysis of gene
expression (CAGE) data from the FANTOM5 project (Forrest
et al., 2014) and compared human and mouse, conservation of
absolute expression levels of lincRNAs andmRNAs were similar,
with Spearman’s r in the 0.5–0.6 range (Figure S5A). This
apparent discrepancy between RNA-seq-based and CAGE-
based estimates might be due to the relative robustness of
CAGE-based estimates to accuracy of isoform reconstruction.
Furthermore, when expression patterns of different tissues
from four of the eutherian mammals (human, mouse, rabbit,
and dog) were compared using hierarchical clustering of the
Spearman’s correlations of RNA-seq profiles, the different tis-
sues of each species clustered together when using either
lincRNA ormRNA data, except for testis and brain, which formed
clusters separate from the other tissues (Figure S5B). The com-
parable clustering again pointed to similarities between levels of
expression conservation for lincRNAs and mRNAs. Lastly, when1116 Cell Reports 11, 1110–1122, May 19, 2015 ª2015 The Authorswe normalized the expression values in each tissue to all the
other tissues and then compared the resulting relative expres-
sion patterns between homologous lincRNAs, the distributions
of the correlation coefficients of the lincRNAs were only slightly
lower than those of mRNAs (Figure 4B). We conclude that the
expression patterns of lincRNAs are almost as well conserved
as those of mRNAs, suggesting that lincRNAs with conserved
sequences have retained conserved regulatory programs and
presumably conserved functions.
Testis Bias of lincRNA Expression in Amniotes and
Hundreds of Conserved Testis-Specific lincRNAs
A disproportionally large number of mammalian lincRNAs are
specifically expressed in the testes (Cabili et al., 2011; Soumillon
et al., 2013; Necsulea et al., 2014). Using RNA-seq data from
testes in 11 species, we found that this disproportionate tran-
scription occurs throughout amniotes and, to a lesser extent,
in other vertebrates, but not in the elephant shark or the sea ur-
chin (Figure 4C). Furthermore, in most species and tissues,
lincRNAs accounted for roughly 1% of the coding and noncod-
ing polyadenylated RNA transcripts, but this fraction increased
to 4% in testes in amniotes (Figure 4D). Testes-specific tran-
scripts have evolved rapidly, whereas brain-specific lincRNAs
were better conserved than others (Figure 4E), consistently
with previous reports (Soumillon et al., 2013; Necsulea et al.,
2014). However, the numbers of testes-enriched lincRNAs are
much higher than the numbers of lincRNAs enriched in other tis-
sues, and thus in absolute numbers, there were more testes-en-
riched lincRNAs that were conserved to various depths than, for
example, brain-enriched ones (Figure 4E), suggesting that multi-
ple lincRNAs are likely to play functionally important, and still
largely unknown, roles in spermatogenesis.
Transposable Elements Globally Rewire lincRNA
Transcriptomes
A large fraction of lincRNA exonic sequences in human and
mouse is known to derive from transposable elements (Kelley
and Rinn, 2012; Kapusta et al., 2013). The dramatic differences
in transposable-element load across vertebrate genomes,
ranging from at least 52% of the opossum genome to <2% of
the tilapia and stickleback genomes, allowed us to evaluate
the contribution of such elements to the evolution of lincRNA
loci. As expected, protein-encoding sequences were highly
depleted of repetitive elements, and depletion was slightly
milder when the entire mRNA sequence, including UTRs, was
considered. Depletion was generally much weaker in lincRNA
exons, and no depletion was observed in lincRNA or mRNA in-
trons (Figure 5A). Although transcription start sites of conserved
lincRNAs overlapped repetitive elements relatively rarely, those
of lineage-specific lincRNAs often did overlap repetitive ele-
ments, particularly long terminal repeat (LTR) elements (Fig-
ure 5B). A milder depletion of transposable elements was also
evident in donor and acceptor splice sites of conserved lincR-
NAs, but no difference between conserved and nonconserved
lincRNAs appeared in the 30 ends. Together with the general
50 bias of the conserved patches, these results suggest that
the position and sequence of the 30 end of conserved lincRNAs
are generally under less selection than those of either the
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Figure 4. Expression Patterns of Conserved and Lineage-Specific lincRNAs
(A) Correlation of absolute expression levels between human lincRNAs and mRNAs and their conserved homologs in indicated other species.
(B) Distributions of correlations of relative expression levels, computed as Spearman’s correlations between expression patterns, between lincRNAs/mRNAs and
their conserved homologs in the indicated species. Plots indicate the median, quartiles, and 5th and 95th percentiles.
(C) Fraction of all lincRNAs in the indicated species that are enriched in the indicated tissue.
(D) Number of RNA-seq reads that mapped to a lincRNA out of all reads that could bemapped to anymRNA or lincRNA. ‘‘All tissues’’ is themedian fraction across
all tissues, and ‘‘Testis’’ is the fraction just in the testis samples.
(E) Comparison of conservation levels of lincRNAs enriched in different tissues. The top part of the panel shows the fraction of the human lincRNAs enriched in the
indicated tissue in human that are conserved in a non-mammalian species. The bottom part shows the absolute number of conserved lincRNAs enriched in each
tissue, partitioned based on the conservation level of the lincRNA (the most distant species where homologs of the lincRNA can be found). ‘‘Ubiq.’’ are ubiq-
uitously expressed genes.
See also Figure S5.promoter or of the processing signals, and are more amenable
to rewiring. Evolution of the cancer-associated Pvt1 lincRNA
illustrated 30-end turnover (Figure 5C). The first exon and two
of the seven or more internal exons of Pvt1 in mammals were
conserved, but the predominant 30 exon of Pvt1 mapped to
different locations in primates, glires, dog, and opossum, and
in each of these species, it derived from a different transposable
element (Figure 5C). Our global analysis indicated that such tra-
jectories—conservation of the promoter and short patches in
the first few exons, alongside changes in the identity of the 30
end of the lincRNA—were commonplace in lincRNAs during
vertebrate evolution.
In human, we observed little difference in the fraction of lincR-
NAs that overlapped a transposable element when comparing
conserved and primate- or human-specific lincRNAs, suggest-
ing that even lincRNAs that rely on specific sequences for func-
tion can tolerate transposon insertions, as illustrated by the
deeply conserved Cyrano lincRNA, which has two exons inCmost fish species, and four exons in most mammals, some of
which were derived from transposable elements (Figure 2B).
However, lincRNAs with two or more conserved exons were
less likely to overlap repetitive elements than were either poorly
conserved (human- or primate-specific) lincRNAs or those
that have only one conserved exon (Figure 5D). This subset
was presumably enriched for those lincRNAs that depend on
multiple independent functional domains for function, which
perhaps imparted stronger selection against drastic sequence
changes.
Shared Sequence Motifs Enriched in lincRNAs across
Species
We next tested whether specific short sequence motifs were en-
riched in lncRNA exons in each species and potentially shared
between species. To do so, we counted the number of occur-
rences of all possible 6mers in lncRNA exons in each species,
compared them to those in randomly shuffled sequencesell Reports 11, 1110–1122, May 19, 2015 ª2015 The Authors 1117
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Figure 5. Transposable Elements Rewire lincRNA Loci
(A) Fraction of different genomic elements (bases, 50 and 30 ends of the transcript, and 50 and 30 splice sites [SSs]) overlapping a transposable element.
(B) Same as (A), but showing only overlap with the transcription start sites and considering separately transposable elements of the indicated families.
(C) Schematic representation of theMyc/Pvt1 locus in different vertebrates. Representative isoforms ofMyc/Pvt1 are shown. Bars beneath exons represent their
conservation and origin status. Shaded regions group together two groups of Pvt1 homologs that share alignable sequences, one in mammals and the other in
fish.
(D) Comparison of the fraction of lncRNA sequences in different subgroups of lincRNAs that overlap a transposable element. The number of conserved exons in a
lincRNA gene is the maximum number of conserved exons across all its isoforms.
See also Figure S6 and Table S5.preserving the same dinucleotide frequencies, and identified
those that were significantly enriched (p < 0.05 after Bonferroni
correction; Table S5). As expected, in 12 of the species, the
most enriched motif was AAUAAA (enriched 2-fold over back-
ground), which corresponded to the consensus poly(A) seq-
uence and was expected to be found in most polyadenylated
transcripts. Interestingly, despite the generally low sequence
conservation in lincRNA genes, many additional significantly en-
riched motifs were shared among multiple species, with 124
non-redundant motifs enriched in at least 5 species and 31 en-
riched in at least 12 of the species (Figure S6A). The most en-
riched motifs had significant preference to appear close to the
30 or the 50 of the lincRNA (Figure S6A). A significant portion of
the 124 non-redundant k-mers enriched within lincRNA exons
in at least five species corresponded to exonic splicing en-
hancers (ESEs; taken from Goren et al., 2006; p = 9.8 3 104)
and included the purine-rich motifs bound by such factors as1118 Cell Reports 11, 1110–1122, May 19, 2015 ª2015 The AuthorsSF2/ASF (Tacke and Manley, 1995; Fairbrother et al., 2002).
Four other commonly enriched 6mers were combinations of
CUG and CAG (Figure S6A), forming binding sites of the splicing
factors CUG-BP and Muscleblind. These splicing-related motifs
had a general tendency to appear closer to the 50 end of the
lincRNA (Figure S6A). Two recent studies found that splicing-
related motifs are preferentially conserved in lincRNA exons
(Schu¨ler et al., 2014; Haerty and Ponting, 2015). Here, we extend
these observations to show that such motifs are over-repre-
sented in both conserved and lineage-specific lincRNAs. Strik-
ingly, the overall motif enrichment profiles of conserved and
lineage-specific lincRNAs were highly correlated (R2 = 0.95; Fig-
ure S6B), suggesting common building blocks and sequence
biases within the exons of lincRNA sequences, regardless of
conservation status. Examining k-mers of other lengths and al-
lowing for imperfect matches to the k-mers resulted in similar ob-
servations (data not shown).
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Figure 6. Hundreds of lincRNAs Appear in
Syntenic Positions without Sequence Con-
servation
(A) A cartoon illustrating our approach for identi-
fying stringently syntenic lincRNAs between hu-
man and other genomes.
(B) Number of lincRNAs appearing at syntenic
positions with (‘‘Synteny+Sequence’’) and without
(‘‘Synteny only’’) sequence conservation. Control
numbers were obtained by randomly placing the
human lincRNAs in intergenic regions and
repeating the analysis ten times, averaging the
numbers of observed synteny relationships. All
numbers were obtained using the stringent pro-
cedure described in Experimental Procedures,
except for sea urchin.
(C) Schematic representation of the Foxa2/
Linc00261 locus in different species.
(D) Schematic representation of the Fancl/Bcl11a
locus in different species with lincRNA gene
models collapsed into a single meta-gene.
Transcripts on the left-to-right strand are in
red, and those on the right-to-left strand are in
blue.
See also Table S6.Synteny Conservation without Sequence Conservation
across Distant Vertebrates
We previously noted that many lincRNAs appear in conserved
positions in zebrafish and in human or mouse without detectable
sequence conservation (Ulitsky et al., 2011). Some might corre-
spond to orthologous lincRNAs that depend on very short (<20
nt) conserved sequences that are difficult to align or fail to reach
thresholds of statistical significance, whereas others might
correspond to cases where transcription through a specific lo-
cus is important, but the sequence of the RNA product is not
(Ulitsky and Bartel, 2013). Our previous approach for detecting
synteny relies only on similarity of a neighboring protein-coding
gene and thus has a high false-positive rate in large regions
containing multiple lincRNAs and no protein-coding genes.
Therefore, we developed a more stringent approach for synteny
identification, which used pairwise genome alignments and spe-
cifically handled cases in which lincRNAs in two species have an
orthologous flanking protein-coding gene but are unlikely to be
orthologous based on their positions relative to other conserved
noncoding elements (Figure 6A). This approach identified >750
lincRNAs confidently syntenic with human lincRNA in each spe-
cies (Figure 6B). As expected, most of the lincRNAs syntenic with
human lincRNAs in rhesus also had conserved sequence with
the human lincRNAs, whereas the vast majority of the syntenic
lincRNAs in non-mammalian vertebrates did not (Figure 6B).
Particularly interesting were cases in which the sequence of
the lincRNA was conserved across multiple mammals and had
syntenic, but not sequence-similar, counterparts in more distant
species. For example, 174 human lincRNAs had a sequence-
similar homolog in chicken, lizard, or opossum but only syntenicCell Reports 11, 1110–112counterparts in zebrafish and stickleback
(Table S4). These included homologs of
Pvt1 (Tseng et al., 2014) found near theMyc protein-coding gene (Figure 5C). Three of the exons of hu-
man PVT1 were conserved in sequence in other mammals, but
none were conserved in sequence beyond mammals. Nonethe-
less, syntenic lincRNAs were found downstream of Myc in all
studied vertebrate species, including elephant shark. Moreover,
the putative Pvt1 homologs in stickleback and tilapia had
sequence conservation to each other but not to mammalian ho-
mologs. Such lincRNAs are excellent targets for future experi-
mental interrogation seeking to expose the functional meaning
of syntenic conservation without sequence conservation.
Potential Orthologs of Vertebrate lincRNAs in the Sea
Urchin
In our direct comparisons of lincRNA sequences, we found no
significant sequence homology between vertebrate lincRNA
and those of sea urchin. This was not unexpected, as the
sequence homology regions between mammalian and fish
lincRNAs were already very short and borderline in their statis-
tical significance, and further divergence was expected in sea
urchin. However, we did identify syntenic sea urchin lincRNAs
for >2,000 human lincRNA genes, which was 600 more than
the number expected by chance (Figure 6B), suggesting the
potential existence of conserved functional homologs of verte-
brate lincRNAs in sea urchin. Particularly interesting were those
lincRNAs with sequence conservation observed between
mammals and distant vertebrates, suggesting functions of the
mature RNA, which also had syntenic homologs in sea urchin.
One such lincRNA was LINC00261, transcribed from a large in-
tergenic desert downstream of the Foxa2 transcription factor
gene and found in multiple species, a subset of which is shown2, May 19, 2015 ª2015 The Authors 1119
in Figure 6C. Homologs of LINC00261 were expressed in endo-
dermal tissues in all vertebrates and in the gut in sea urchin,
further supporting functional conservation. Sequence homol-
ogy was found between mammals and fish in the first exon of
LINC00261, whereas other exons typically did not align, and
as observed for Pvt1 and other lincRNAs, the 30 end of this
lincRNA mapped to drastically different regions in different
species.
Another syntenic locus was found in the gene desert between
Fancl and Bcl11a, spanning 2 Mb in human and 800 kb in
zebrafish (Figure 6D) and containing multiple lincRNAs pre-
dominantly expressed in the brain and reproductive tissues
across vertebrates (partially annotated as LINC01122 and
LOC101927285 in human). The syntenic sea urchin lincRNA
spanned 180 kb upstream of the sea urchin Fancl homolog
and was specifically expressed in the adult ovary. Overall,
such syntenic lincRNAs in sea urchin were found for 18 of the hu-
man lincRNAs conserved in sequence beyond amniotes (Table
S6), making them the best current candidates for the most
deeply conserved human lincRNAs.
DISCUSSION
The Importance of Direct Annotation and Comparison of
lncRNAs across Species
Two recent studies examined lncRNA evolution by projecting se-
quences of human lncRNAs across whole-genome alignments
and testing whether the corresponding sequences are tran-
scribed in the other species (Necsulea et al., 2014; Washietl
et al., 2014). This approach has led to interesting insights but
has several shortcomings. First, as we show here, most lncRNAs
in each species are lineage specific and are thus missed by
searching only for homologs of human lincRNAs. Second, and
more important, is the phenomenon of pseudo-conservation.
Among lncRNAs that do have sequence-similar regions in other
genomes,manymap to either untranscribed regionsor to regions
for which transcription is supported with just a few RNA-seq
reads and are thusmuch too rare for annotation as an lncRNA lo-
cus. For example, among the 171 lncRNAs recently reported to
be conserved beyond mammals by Necsulea et al. (2014), only
59 overlapped our human lincRNA annotations (many others
were projected to the human genome but lacked evidence for
annotation as a lincRNA in human), and only 20 matched a
lincRNA that we found conserved as a lincRNA in the other spe-
cies. Further, the previous use of sequence similarity across spe-
cies to identify lincRNAs creates an ascertainment bias that can
artificially inflate measurements of lincRNA sequence conserva-
tion, which presumably led to unexpectedly high estimates of
sequence conservation of lincRNAs conserved in tetrapods
(Necsulea et al., 2014). These shortcomings are avoided when
lincRNAs are independently reconstructed in each species and
subsequently compared. As shown here, the latter approach
also revealed conserved and paralogous patches and enabled
the detailed study of how lincRNA architecture has evolved.
A Resource for lincRNA Sequence Evolution
Our work generated an extensive set of full-length orthologous
lincRNA sequences from diverse vertebrates, thereby providing1120 Cell Reports 11, 1110–1122, May 19, 2015 ª2015 The Authorsan important resource for future studies. Existing methods for
sequence comparison typically perform poorly in comparing
lincRNA sequences, and we expect that our resource will
contribute to the development of methods for identifying
conserved sequence elements and RNA structures. Nonethe-
less, our collections of lncRNAs are by no means complete.
The use of oligo-d(T)-based RNA purification for RNA-seq led
us to focus on polyadenylated lncRNAs, which are typically
more stable and abundant than non-polyadenylated transcripts
but exclude some types of lncRNAs, such as enhancer RNAs
(eRNAs) (Li et al., 2013). Gaps in genome assembly are one of
the most prominent limiting factors for lncRNA identification,
as they make it difficult to distinguish between fragmented
protein-coding genes and bona fide lncRNAs. We expect that
improvements in affordability and sequencing depth of long-
read sequencing technologies will lead to better genome assem-
blies in non-model organisms and improve transcriptome
assemblies that will enable more accurate isoform identification
and quantification.
Differences in lincRNAs across Vertebrates
Our decision to be as inclusive as possible in using RNA-seq
data in transcript reconstruction resulted in differences in read
depth between genomes, which together with differences in
genome quality created difficulties for directly comparing the
numbers of lincRNAs across species. Still, it is evident that a
typical mammalian genome harbors more lincRNAs than do
the much smaller teleost fish genomes or the intermediate-size
chicken and lizard genomes. These differences are most likely
explained by the differential prevalence of transposable ele-
ments that have heavily contributed to expansion of intergenic
regions in mammals, parts of which are transcribed. Exonization
of transposable elements has been studied extensively in
mRNAs (Sela et al., 2010), but those events are quite strongly
selected against, particularly in coding exons, and thus in abso-
lute terms, transposons contributed to more exons in lincRNAs
than in mRNAs. Specific transposon families, mostly LTR ele-
ments in mammals, also contributed promoters, thereby impart-
ing expression to previously intergenic regions to help further
expand the numbers of lincRNAs.
Evolutionary Sources of lincRNAs and a Model for
lincRNA Evolution
The observation that most lincRNAs in each of the studied verte-
brates have emerged relatively recently implies a frequent birth
of lincRNA genes. Most of the similarity between lincRNAs within
a species can be attributed to transposable elements, and evo-
lution of lincRNAs bywhole-locus duplication appears to be rare.
Instead, our results suggest that most of the new lincRNAs occur
de novo from pre-existing intergenic regions that gained capac-
ity to be transcribed into stable long RNAs, presumably by
combining the ability to recruit transcription initiation, splicing,
and cleavage-polyadenylation complexes, all at favorable dis-
tances from each other. Each of these components relies on
limited sequence information and can either arise by chance dur-
ing neutral evolution or be adopted from transposable elements
that bear sequences with such elements. Thus, the 1,000
mammalian lincRNAs with detectable sequence conservation
make up a small subset of the lincRNAs that emerged over the
past 450 million years of vertebrate evolution. These conserved
lincRNAs have presumably been co-opted for functional roles
that are supported by short patches of conserved sequence
and have tolerated substantial sequence rewiring by transpos-
able elements after function acquisition. This model for lincRNA
evolution and our catalog of conserved lincRNAs will inform
future experiments designed to verify and characterize the func-
tional roles of these intriguing noncoding RNAs, their short
patches of conserved sequence, and the rapidly evolving linkers
connecting these patches.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
Chick Embryo Transcriptome Analysis Using RNA-Seq and 3P-Seq
Chick embryos were staged as previously described (Hamburger and Hamil-
ton, 1951), and total RNA was collected from whole embryos at Hamburger-
Hamilton (HH) stages HH4, HH11, HH14/15, HH21/22, HH25/26, HH32, and
HH36. All animal protocols were approved by the HarvardMedical Area Stand-
ing Committee on Animals. Embryonic tissue was disrupted manually using
forceps, cells were lysed with guanidine isothiocyanate and b-mercaptoetha-
nol, lysate was homogenized using a series of syringes decreasing in size, and
total RNA was purified on silica-gel columns according to standard proce-
dures (QIAGEN RNeasy). RNA-seq libraries were prepared using the 20-deox-
yuridine, 50-triphosphate (dUTP) strand-specific library preparation protocol
and sequenced on Illumina HiSeq with paired-end 100-nt or 80-nt reads.
3P-seq libraries were prepared as previously described (Nam et al., 2014).
Sources for RNA-seq and 3P-seq data from other species are described in
the Supplemental Experimental Procedures.
PLAR
PLAR is described in detail in the Supplemental Experimental Procedures.
Briefly, RNA-seq reads were mapped to the genome in two rounds, followed
by transcript assembly and merging of samples and expression-level quantifi-
cation. Those transcripts with substantial expression levels and no overlap
with protein-coding genes were carried forward and tested for their coding po-
tential using three independent methods. Candidate lncRNAs with no detect-
able coding potential were further filtered against potential artifacts resulting
from fragmented genomes or pseudogenic sequences. Full implementation
of PLAR is available at http://webhome.weizmann.ac.il/home/igoru/PLAR/.
Clustering of Gene Expression Patterns
To compare expression patterns of lincRNAs and protein-coding genes, hier-
archical clustering of the Spearman’s correlations of expression levels was
done using R. This analysis was restricted to four eutherian mammals (human,
mouse, rabbit, and dog). A correlation matrix was generated for lincRNAs or
mRNAs that had shared clusters found in all of these species, and a heatmap
was generated for this matrix based on row and column means.
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